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Term 1
Week 4 – 22 February 2018 Beechworth Montessori is a Child Safe School
The newsletter is distributed fortnightly with room reports appearing in alternate editions.

2018 Term Dates:
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Term 1 - 31st January – 29th March (9 weeks)
Term 2 – 16th April – 29th June (11 weeks)
Term 3 – 16th July – 21st September (10 weeks)
Term 4 – 8th October – 14th December (10 weeks)
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A note from Susi
“Montessori saw education as a means whereby children might develop their personalities so as to eventually achieve
a mature and independent adulthood.” (Mario Montessori, Education for the Human Potential)
Each day, at Beechworth Montessori School, as Montessori educators we prepare the environment to support the
development of self-directed and independent children. We teach children the art of getting along with people, the
notion of respect for themselves and being comfortable in their own skins, how to take personal responsibility, think
and act independently. We guide children to make positive choices, to set a pattern of good work habits, to gain an
awareness of the needs of others and how to collaborate with others. Even something as simple as labelling children’s
stationary, lunchboxes and clothing forms part of the preparation of the environment in which to support the child to
not only care for their belongings but also to build self-reliance and independence. Developing independence is often

a centrepiece of discussions amongst the teachers and assistants as we reflect upon our Montessori teaching practise
and how we can meet each unique situation and each child’s needs. If there is a topic/practise or something you would
like to learn more about in regards to your child’s education at the school please feel welcome to speak to the Director
of the classroom or myself.

Announcing the Official Opening of the Hall
The Official Opening of the Hall has been announced by the Australian Government’s Capital Grants Programme of
the Department of Education and Training.
We hope you can join us on Thursday 15 March at 1.45pm for this very special event!
Senator Jane Hume will attend the ceremony on behalf of the Australian Government to officially open the
multipurpose hall. We are also expecting special guests MP Jaclyn Symes, MP Cathy McGowan and Mayor Jenny
O’Connor as well as board members of the Block Grant Authority from the Independent Schools of Victoria, the
architect Greg Kennedy and builder Trevor Smith.
This is a formal occasion to acknowledge the Australian Government Capital Grant of $650 000 and the many people
who have worked together to make a dream become a reality. The Grant has assisted the school with the extension
and refurbishment of the existing building to create a multi-purpose hall, kitchenette, and various other amenities.
During the ceremony students will participate in various roles from greeting guests, performance pieces, serving
refreshments or simply enjoying being in the audience.
Regards, Susi

General News
Did you know?

Wednesday 21 March is Harmony Day.
Harmony Day is a celebration of our cultural diversity – a day of cultural
respect for everyone who calls Australia home.

We will be celebrating from 12 noon.
Please bring a multi-cultural dish to share, enjoy songs and games
from around the world and more…

Laughing shortly
after you wake up
can have similar
effects to drinking a
cup of coffee. Next
time you laugh right
after getting up,
notice how
refreshing it feels.

Cycle 2 News
The year is already racing away and we have been really enjoying welcoming back our Cycle 2 families and welcoming
and settling those newer to our rooms.
In a Montessori classroom the concrete materials are in integral part of the environment. The children are shown how
to use the materials and then as confidence builds they practice using the materials to consolidate learning as their
understanding moves from a world of concrete, tangible examples into the abstract. Children choose to work in small
groups, with a friend or independently to ensure they are working towards mastery of whatever skill they have been
introduced to.
A part of the prepared environment is ensuring the materials are in order and available for the children. As part of the
work cycle the children can choose, work and replace materials, so they are ready for the next child or group of

children. They also dust and check materials at the end of the day as part of showing their respect, grace and courtesy
for their wonderful learning environment.
“The secret of success is found to lie in the right use of imagination in awakening interest, and the stimulation of seeds
of interest already sown by attractive literary and pictorial material, but all correlated to a central idea, of greatly
ennobling inspiration – the Cosmic Plan in which all, consciously or unconsciously, serve the Great Purpose of Life."
(To Educate the Human Potential, p. 3).

From the Moonstone Room
So much has been happening in our room already! Cooking and eating food inspired by the cultures
in South America; hearing, discovering and understanding the 2nd Great Story – The Coming of Life;
learning about countries, people, art and craft from South America, and plenty more!
In Maths children have been working extremely hard on many and varied skills including: knowing
and understanding the hierarchy of numbers; finding factors, prime factors and making factor trees;
using the Multiplication and Division Boards; multiplying using our Golden Bead, Bead Bars and the
Cabinet of Power materials; dividing numbers from the smaller to the very, very, very large using the
Stamp Game and Test Tube materials.
In relation to this, because our numbers can be in the millions being divided by hundreds, we
sometimes use a calculator to check our answers. This has then brought about a discussion about
the decimal system, (actually a Cycle 3 realm), as some children became quite concerned when their
answers didn’t line up precisely with the calculator answers. We were able to discover, (in a tangible
way), why this was so by also using the fraction materials in our room to illustrate what the
calculator is actually doing when it gives us an answer to the first decimal point (so we used tenths).
Thus the children were able to really understand that whilst our Montessori materials might
normally give us an answer to a remainder of a few units, the calculator then goes further and keeps
dividing! Thus we broke our whole ‘remainder’ units into fractions, (tenths), and also kept dividing,
just like the calculator does! In the end our answer completely agreed with what the calculator gave
us. This was a very reaffirming, ‘penny dropping’ moment for some of our children in their discovery
of the depths of division!
In Language we are working on everything from how we form and where we place our letters and
numbers , to thinking ‘beyond the text’ in comprehension, to investigating how we might write a
play! Children have been writing creatively using ideas inspired by what they are learning about
South America and from ‘The Coming of Life’ Great Story.

From the Turquoise Room
Wecome to our new families and students. We are all busy learning and practicing our independence skills (managing
our time, choosing work, managing distractions etc). We have fully immersed ourselves into the new topics of the
term learning about the wonders of Africa and the Timeline of Life. Did you know that the children share their newly
acquired knowledge each afternoon? As well as fostering courage in talking to a group and practicing the important
skill of respectful listening, it also allows the group’s knowledge to multiply beyond what each individual can learn as
we hear new facts each day. Keep a look out for our weekly email home where the children are quoted saying some
of what they have learned in the past week. Remember, parents are welcome to spend some time in the room.

School Lunches
Who did we help?
Turquoise raised $25 from lunch orders. Most importantly, the children were
very excited to then decide who would benefit from their efforts. I gave them a
local, national and international choice of recipient and they chose to help restore
the sight of a child via the Fred Hollows Foundation. The foundation supports
both Indigenous Australian communities as well as communities abroad and I’m
sure they will put the money to great use. The students were keen to order food
next time to increase the money raised and therefore expand their choices of the
differences they could make in the world.

Cycle 3 News
From the Tigereye and Topaz Rooms
Welcome
A big welcome to Asha Dilkes-Hoffman who has joined our Cycle 3 team as assistant across both rooms. We are so
delighted to have her and her many skills in Cycle 3 and she has fitted in so well to the rooms that now we can’t
imagine classroom life without her!

A little message from Asha
It has been lovely getting to know all of the students over the past four weeks, and I look forward to learning together
with them over the year to come! To the parents I have not yet had the pleasure of meeting; a warm hello and I hope
to meet you soon. So far, the two classrooms and wider school has been very welcoming, and the classes are full of
such interesting, inquisitive and conscientious characters! Lots of adventures ahead, no doubt.

Swimming Program
Our swimming program has been a great way to spend warm afternoons and it has been wonderful to watch the
students improve over the five days and to take on the feedback from their terrific instructors Maz, Ash, Sarah and
Gayne. The students had lots of fun on the last day doing the testing/lifesaving component including having to swim
with their long pants and long shirt on as well as completing rescues using ropes. We also had some fun with a funny
dive competition on the last day.

District Swimming
Well done to all our Cycle 3 students who participated in the Beechworth and District Swimming at the Chiltern pool
last Thursday. What was terrific to see was students just having a go (even if they were quite nervous!) and
encouraging others. Well done to Berti Showers for making it through to the Upper Hume Division swimming and to
the 12/13 yr boys relay team (Berti, Tim and Ethan) for also making it through to the Upper Hume division swimming
next Monday.
A big thank you to Josh Carr for helping to organise the event and to our parent helpers Deb Rahaley, Alistair Riddoch,
Darren Brough and Jules Plowman.

Tigereye happenings
What is it???? Our new classroom pet, Physarum polycephalum, a type of slime mould that the
Year 5s and 6s have been studying for their work in Zoology, where we are focusing on the
Protist Kingdom. We have been feeding our Physarum rolled oats and have just made several
lots of fresh agar plates to colonise more of the physarum so that each student can have one.
Some students will then complete some experiments on their physarum such as investigating
what food it does/does not like or how it responds to light.
There have been lots of interesting lessons going on here and there in the room. Some of the year 4s and 5s have been
re-visiting the timeline of life and have made some fabulous models of interesting early creatures such as crinoids.
Now, they are starting some projects on the different time periods and I can’t wait to see what they might produce
with plans for stop-motion films of trilobites, dioramas of different time periods…. In writing we have had some
students completing recounts of their summer holidays and the year 6s have been writing essays on ‘What makes a
good leader.’ We have also had some yummy cooking going on with Asha helping with the planning/shopping and
Imogen coming in to help every fortnight on a Thursday for our 2-course lunch. Asha has been busy in the garden every
Thursday afternoon with a team of students from across both rooms, who are planning to grow some yummy veggies
and create a worm farm.
A big welcome to our new student Ethan Edwards and also to Stella, Violet and Spencer who have transitioned in.

School Lunches
Tigereye will be selling rice paper rolls & nori rolls next Thursday for $3 per piece
Anyone in cycle 1, 2 or 3 is welcome to order.
How: Simply collect an order form near the Form Lodgement Box in the foyer, attach your money and enjoy your
lunch.
When: Orders must be complete by 12 noon, Tuesday the 27th of February, ready for lunch on Thursday 1st of March.
Sorry no late orders!
What: Please consider the following list of ingredients when deciding whether or not the lunch provided is suitable for
your child. Ingredients: Nori rolls- rice, seaweed sheets, carrot, cucumber, tuna or egg, avocado. Rice paper rolls- rice
noodle, rice sheets, carrot, lettuce, cucumber, coriander, tofu or chicken (both cooked in soy sauce).

From Admin
Working with Children Check - Legislative Requirements
As of the 1st August 2017, a number of important amendments to the Working with Children Check Act 2005 (the Act)
came into effect.
The amendments are part of the government’s response to implementing recommendations made by the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse.
All volunteers that volunteer in any capacity here at Beechworth Montessori will need a volunteer Working with
Children Check (WWCC). This includes helping in class, hearing children read, attending excursions and camps, etc.
Below is the link for you to access the volunteer WWCC online. Volunteer checks are free.
http://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/home/applications/apply+for+a+check/
If you are planning on assisting at Beechworth Montessori in any way, we ask that you apply for your WWCC as soon
as possible. Checks take around 2 – 3 weeks to be processed.

Fundraising

Community Notices

Available in the Beechworth area for a short period of time!
If you'd like to get your horse treated (any injuries, conditions, issues or simply a relaxing
body balance) give Eva a call: 0403 123 782.
Eva Mueller, www.happyharmony.com.au

.

